
Elevating Student Equity 
Through Effective 

Research-based Lesson Study



#170: Public research lesson
Lesson study first carried out in 2017/18 in 3 cycles
2018/19 & 2019/20 two public research lessons

Goals
● to develop communicative competence and content knowledge to speak and write about 

animals and their habitats in very simple sentences
● to develop assessment tools (activities and rating scales for productive skills speaking and 

writing)
● to explore assessment literacy of primary school teachers and student teachers

Context
EFL in Austrian primary schools and a development towards more regular teaching and more 
reliable learning outcomes



Context & theoretical framework
● FL education is integrated in the first 2 years of primary education, 1 lesson/week (30 units 

per year) in years 3 and 4

● curriculum: first encounters with and the ability to communicate in a foreign language 

● participation and competence in the FL not assessed - FL not a priority - lessons often 
replaced by coursework for other subjects (Buchholz 2006)

● plans to change the status of FL education: make it a main subject and increase contact time 
as of 2023/24

● published descriptors for FL learning based on the CEFR and the levels Pre-A1 to A1 (false 
beginner to beginner) - guideline for teaching (Council of Europe, 2001; 2018; ÖSZ, 2012)

● teachers’ assessment literacy to use formative feedback in teaching and learning
(Black & William, 1998; Chappuis, 2009; Dodge, 2009; Mewald & Wallner, 2015; Stiggins, Arter, Chappuis & Chappuis, 2006)



LS Design

1st meeting: Planning of research lesson & materials 

2nd meeting: Planning of first implementation; selection of case study pupils 

3rd meeting: Development of assessment scales & finalisation of research lesson plan, observation 
form and interview schedule 

1st implementation: Cohort 1, 21 pupils aged 10+ (year 1 middle school) 

1st reflection meeting: Adaptation of research lesson for use with younger learners: spread content 
over two lessons, reduce total workload for learners 

2nd implementation: Cohort 2, 18 pupils aged 9 or younger (year 4 primary school) 

2nd reflection meeting: Finalisation of research lesson: lesson plan & materials 

3rd implementation: Cohort 3; 24 pupils aged 9 or younger (year 4 primary school)



Dissemination
poster
https://bit.ly/36cVLdH

2 public research lessons

lesson study page on our website
https://bit.ly/2Je57gK

https://bit.ly/36cVLdH
https://bit.ly/2Je57gK


Learning goals

The pupils ….

● understand the story enough to identify animals when asked about them

● know new words for animals and body parts and use them in sentences

● can read instructions and draw body parts accordingly

● can communicate with each other to find the identical animals independently

● can describe the funny animals in whole sentences using “and” to connect features

● understand their peers enough to identify the right animals during the presentation





Assessment literacy
Outcomes of interviews with teachers, student teachers and LS team members: 

● Austrian primary school teachers are not assessment literate in ELT

● Development of draft assessment tools for spoken and written production; piloted at the 
University College of Teacher Education Lower Austria

● LS and developed assessment tools can help student teachers and primary school teachers 
to become assessment literate

● LS enhances professional development and changes teachers attitude towards pupils’ 
learning

● Student teachers are now aware of the assessment scales for spoken and written 
production as well as lesson plans which can easily be adapted to their needs to boost 
formative feedback.



Observation tasks
How does the teacher support the pupils in learning the words and phrases they need to know 
to carry out communicative activities?

Assess the presentation

● How successful are the children in speaking in whole sentences?

● How successful are they in naming animals?

● How successful are they in naming body parts?

● What are their difficulties?

● How does the teacher check understanding and how does she help pupils who are 
struggling?



Contact

karin.biswanger@schule-noe.at

fiona.lackenbauer@ph-noe.ac.at

claudia.mewald@ph-noe.ac.at

regina1.mueller@ph-noe.ac.at

lesson study report
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